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Since 2005, Artmatrix began to explore design concepts that would reflect the social and technological changes driving new behaviours 
at work.  Recently when Covid-19 pandemic strikes, we aware that nothing’s more constant than change. This fact of life repeatedly 
presents us with new challenges, but also offers us with new opportunities. Therefore, OE Desk is innovated to solve complex issues of 
workspace in a simpler way. 

OE, stands for Office Everywhere, is a highly mobile workstation on wheels that is designed to contribute to individual with work from 
home constraint. A flexible, light, mobile, foldable and excellent quality of OE Desk makes it possible to create private space at anywhere 
and everywhere instantly. OE Desk space saving design gives it a good camouflage nature as it can be easily folded to keep when not in 
use. Therefore, OE Desk makes the best option for highly dynamic environment, including small offices, home offices, library and even 
extended to gaming environment. 

ROUNDED EDGE
Table top with rounded edges for 
safety purpose.

TABLE SAFETY LOCK
Table safety locks attach table 
top to side panels securely and 
avoid it from falling off.

LOCKABLE CASTORS
OE Desk can move around easily 
with ease.

OE DESK
Office Everywhere

FABRIC CODE: GA 790

Product code: DM-012
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OE DESKOE DESK

OE Desk was designed to make working from home easy. 
It allows you to own a personal workspace at home 
enhancing your focus and productivity. This OE Desk 
delivers enjoyable user experience and able to redesign 
your space instantly by moving it to the next stop. 

HOME OFFICE

FABRIC CODE: GA 518



Casual and clean look, OE Desk is well designed for office 
use. It is suitable to be located at any corner of open space 
allowing user to relax, recharge and take a break away 
from the screen. OE Desk also encourage user to 
brainstorm ideas and increase creativity in everyday work 
routine. 

OPEN SPACE OFFICE  

FABRIC CODE: GA 790
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OE Desk can be used as a gaming station for user to have 
fun with friend and family. This desk can accommodate 
multiple monitor systems, making it a functional and 
stylish addition to your space at home. Let’s set up your 
screen and speaker and take your gaming experience to 
the next level! 

GAMING STATION

FABRIC CODE: GA 790
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OE Desk is suitable to be placed in a factory as a 
temporary workstation. It is able to decrease visual 
distraction yet increase productivity and efficiency while 
protecting user from repetitive motion and stress injuries. 
Foldable, adaptable and cost effective, it is definitely an 
ideal desk for production environment. 

FACTORY

FABRIC CODE: GA 024

OE Desk can be used as a gaming station for user to have 
fun with friend and family. This desk can accommodate 
multiple monitor systems, making it a functional and 
stylish addition to your space at home. Let’s set up your 
screen and speaker and take your gaming experience to 
the next level! 
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Other Configurations:

OE Desk is suitable to be placed in the library. It 
creates a comfortable environment with 
minimum distraction. It helps user to have own 
personal space for study, catch up on emails or 
find a quiet spot to unwind while preparing for 
presentation. OE Desk’s mobility and portability 
allow ease in space creation. 

LIBRARY

FABRIC CODE: GA 790
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USAGE GUIDE
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Open up the frame. Flip up the table top and lock it.

Install the castors 
using spanner 
provided.

Open box and remove polystyrene. Remove OE Desk from box.

Slot in the bush 
to the table holder

Gently push the frame 
to lock the bush

Table top is now 
locked to the frame.

6
TABLE TOP LOCKING GUIDE
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FEATURES

TABLE TOP
OE Desk table top is made up of 18mm worktop with Carb P2 
compliant, which meets the Stringent California Standard of low 
formaldehyde emission to provide a safer indoor environment. 
Besides, cables can pass through the open hole to allow hassle free 
cable management.

PANEL
OE Desk consists of 3 panels and connected through connectors. The 
panel inner structure is made up of high quality metal frame to give 
a sturdy and stable structure and finish up with fabric for a soft 
touch.

TABLE SAFETY LOCK
Table safety locks join the 
table top and side panels 
securely when in use.

CASTORS
OE Desk is incorporated with 
4 castors with lock 
mechanism for the ease of 
relocation. It is able to glide 
on floor easily and it can be 
locked for stability. 

ACCESSORIES POCKETS
The side panels consists of accessories pockets that allow user to 
keep their working tools within reach, such as papers, mobile 
phones and stationeries.

CLASP
The clasp locks both side 
panels together when not in 
use for the ease of storage.

TABLE LOAD
Maximum 60 kg/ 132 lbs
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Thickness:
75 mm

OE desk is smartly designed to address highly dynamic environment, where constant relocation of workspace is required. It is a 
space saving design where table top and panels can be folded and flatten into a 75mm panel when not in use.

PACKAGING FOR MAIL TO ORDER

Box Dimension: 
1230 mm x (L) 980 mm (W) x 130 mm (H)
 
Gross Weight: 
15.6 KG

OE Desk is a flat pack furniture designed for mail order. It 
is well protected with double layer corrugated box with 
polystyrene.

Polystyrene

Double layer
corrugated box
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SPACE OPTIMISATION
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Cables can pass through the open 
hole to allow hassle free cable 
management.

DIMENSION
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Net Weight: 12.5 KG
Container Sizes:

20’ GP  144 boxes
40’ HQ  324 boxes

GA 790 GA 024 GA 518

COLOR SELECTION

415 mm

WIRE MANAGEMENT
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ARTMATRIX TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD 200501017101 (694144-X)
ARTMATRIX MANUFACTURING SDN BHD 200501016616 (693659-U)
Lot 32789, Jalan 5/1A, Taman Perindustrian Selesa Jaya,
43300 Balakong, Selangor, Malaysia.
      +603 8962 2286          +603 8961 8862
      sales@artmatrix.com.my        www.artmatrix.com.my

ISO 9001:2015  ISO 14001:2015  ISO 14001:2015

EMS 05072002 CB 01

ISO 9001:2015

QS 10082001 CB 02

ISO 9001:2015 Certified ISO 14001:2015 Certified

Lazada Shopee OurShop

SCAN & SHOP
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